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These instructions must be read carefully and thoroughly before using the function.  FMS Solutions, LLC accepts 
no liability for errors or omissions in the instructions or final work product.  It is the responsibility of the user to check 
and verify the pricing and math when using this function, particularly when cutting & pasting Export data to other 
media such as MS Excel. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The estimate builder function is designed to assist BMW dealers and other customers with 
building an estimate for future purchases.  For dealer use, it specifically allows dealers to 
produce a complete listing of all parts to respond to a specific agency bid: 
 

1. Produce a complete listing of parts and pricing 
2. Export that list to MS Excel for bid response 
3. Save that listing while the bidding process is in place 
4. Easily modify this list based on final bid results / desires 
5. One-click order the complete listing of parts  
6. Save that estimate for the next agency order, where you can review the list, modify if 

needed, then one-click order it again!  
 
Note the intent is to create the listing of all parts needed to complete one motorcycle, just like 
the BMW Excel pricing spreadsheet.  
 

 
 

FMS Accessories Website Estimate Builder Function 



 
 

 
To use the Estimate Builder function, you must 
first be registered on the FMS Accessories 
website.   
 
Click Estimate Builder on the upper row below 
Administration and the screen at right appears.   
 
 

 

 
Enter Estimate Name which is normally for the 
agency being bid. 
 
Enter Description:  Details based on when the 
estimate was made / amended.  These fields 
are now modifiable to keep accurate notes 
regarding changes / updates.  You can also 
clone / copy an estimate to save time / update 
an earlier agency bid.   

 

 

 
Once the estimate is created, it will appear on 
the My Estimate List.  This list will also appear 
as a drop-down list on each item you shop for. 
 
Note that each Estimate shows the date it was 
created.  In future, estimates will display in 
descending date order so that the newest 
estimate will appear first in when adding 
products. 
 
    

 
You must open each product item to reveal this 
option, which you should do anyway.   
 
Never “Add To Cart” until you open a product 
page as most of the products have choices for 
mounts / etc.  If you “Add To Cart” without 
going to the product page, you may end up 
ordering something different than you intended. 
 
 

 



 
Select the attribute / choice that is applicable 
before buying or adding to estimate.  In the 
example at right, the BT Amp Power Source. 
 
To place an item in the estimate, click on the 
Add To Estimate box at the bottom, which will 
reveal your My Estimate List.  Select the 
estimate you wish to add to and click.  A green 
bar will confirm the items is added.  A red bar 
will confirm the item was already in the 
estimate. 
 
Do Not Click Add To Cart unless you also 
wish to create a shopping cart at the same 
time. 

 

 
Remember to select the attribute – in the 
example at right – Electrical Connection. 
 
Once the attribute is selected, then Add To 
Estimate. 
 
You can quickly navigate the FMS Accessories 
website adding products to the estimate.   
 
This is also a very effective tool to use with the 
key agency person when discussing their 
wants and needs, whether in person or on the 
phone.  You can build the estimate while you 
show them the various products and when 
done have a finished estimate to send to them! 
 
 

 
 
Note that you can only add quantity one (1) to 
the estimate when building an estimate.  Once 
you open the estimate itself, you can modify 
the quantity based on the quantity required for 
one motorcycle sale.  Change the quantity on 
the specific item and click “Update Estimate 
items”. 
 
 
 

 
 
Note: The message “This Estimate Is Already 
Added To Cart” is an error – only when you 
press “Add to cart”. 
  



 
The cart and item pricing will always reflect the 
retail pricing of the items listed. 
 
If you click Export to Excel, you will see a 
download file on the bottom left of your screen. 
 

 

 
 
When you first open the download file in Excel, 
you will see a compressed group of data.  You 
will need to change the column width to see the 
full amount of information displayed.  However, 
you can also highlight and paste this into the 
BMW pricing spreadsheet and it will accept the 
page format based on where you paste it. 
 
Note:  You will need to save and close the 
estimate in Excel to open another as the 
downloads have the same name.  Otherwise, 
an error message will say the new download 
file is corrupted. 

 
 
Once you adjust the format, you will have a 
very normal looking estimate.  Add an auto-
sum to the most RH column and your total cart 
value will appear, just like on the estimate on 
the website.  
 
You can paste this into emails as a photo, add 
to the BMW Excel pricing sheet, etc. while 
saving a huge amount of typing. 

 

 



 

BMW Dealer Pricing Excel Sheet 
 
If you decide to paste (Ctrl-V) the estimate into 
the BMW Excel spreadsheet, a modified area 
is now on Page 4 to do this.  You will still need 
to modify the columns for: 
 

1. Center column B for quantity 
2. Format numbers in columns E and F to 

dollars. 
3. Format type to Arial 8 pt 
4. The sheet will capture the rest and add 

to the totals as well as dealer profit 
calculator. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As always, if you have problems, questions, suggestions or concerns using this function, don’t hesitate to contact Frank Stevens  
of FMS Accessories at 201-264-8365 or email at info@fmsaccessories.com . 
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